Effect of diagnostic cone-beam computed tomography protocols on image quality, patient dose, and lesion detection.
To evaluate the effect of cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) image acquisition protocols on image quality, lesion detection, delineation, and patient dose. 100-patients and a CTDI phantom combined with an electron density phantom were examined using four different CBCT-image acquisition protocols during image-guided transarterial chemoembolization (TACE). Protocol-1 (time: 6s, tube rotation: 360°), protocol-2 (5s, 300°), protocol-3 (4s, 240°) and protocol-4 (3s, 180°) were used. The protocols were first investigated using a phantom. The protocols that were found to be clinically appropriate in terms of image quality and radiation dose were then assessed on patients. A higher radiation dose and/or a poor image quality were inappropriate for the patient imaging. Patient dose (patient-entrance dose and dose-area product), image quality (Hounsfield Unit, noise, signal-to-noise ratio and contrast-to-noise ratio), and lesion delineation (tumor-liver contrast) were assessed and compared using appropriate statistical tests. Lesion detectability, sensitivity, and predictive values were estimated for CBCT-image data using pre-treatment patient magnetic resonance imaging. The estimated patient dose showed no statistical significance (p>0.05) between protocols-2 and -3; the assessed image quality between these protocols manifested insignificant difference (p>0.05). Two other phantom protocols were not considered for patient imaging due to significantly higher dose (protocols-1) and poor image quality (protocol-4). Lesion delineation and detection were insignificant (p>0.05) between protocols-2 and -3. Lesion sensitivities generated were 81-89% (protocol-2) and 81-85% (protocol-3) for different lesion types. Data acquisition using protocols-2 and -3 provided good image quality, lesion detection and delineation with acceptable patient dose during CBCT-imaging mainly due to similar frame numbers acquired.